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“OH, YOU SALVATION ARMY” 
 
It was one of those dwellings in which want had performed its complete work. Hunger had 
disposed of the last remnant of warmth and comfort, and the bitter winter winds forced their 
cutting way through cracked wall and broken window. The hard life — its pains, its sorrows, its 
repeated journeys to the cemetery, with its demands of toil for the wrinkled hands, duplicated 
the lines of age in the yet sweet and noble face of the grandmother, for life's shadowed ways 
could not cloud the glow of noble character still shining through the windows of the soul, 
although mortal vision had become dim.  
  
The wan face of the child spoke not only of the wreck of the home, but the wreck of the family; 
for the little thing was all that remained for the old heart to cherish.  
  
It was pitiable! Here was Christmas, with its bells of gladness ringing from the grand church 
belfries through all the highways and broadways of the great city, but their music could not pierce 
this misery. Here was the thronged street of the more fortunate tucked beneath fur wrappings in 
automobiles or happily crackling the snow under well shod feet, but none turned toward this 
desolation. Here were homes with laughing eyes and merry lips, their hallways echoing with 
children's cries of delight over newly opened parcels and tables bountifully spread with 
Christmas cheer, but nothing to spare for this emptiness. 
  
Oh, it is beautiful when one finds a heaven kissed, God blessed heart who in the midst of plenty 
can remember the destitute, and who passes from the brilliancy of the banquet to wade through 
the darkness behind to carry some Christmas hope and bounty to the starving! 
  
Old and worn and hungry and tired of life as was that poor old granny that early morning we left 
her an overcrowded basket of Christmas fair, she became young and strong and beautiful as she 
declared the gratitude of tens of thousands of the most downtrodden when, with hands clasped 
and voice vibrating with emotion, she put into but a slang expression Volumes of meaning in her 
cry:  
  
“Oh, you Salvation Army!” 
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Oh, how the words have rung in my ears with that almost irritating presence with which seeming 
insignificance ease haunt one! I say “seeming”, because the more I ponder over the refrain the 
more I am impressed that it is one of those unpretentious expressions which, while the professing 
to say nothing, speaks what could never be told by united vocabularies.  
  
The expression carries in it wonderment as to the army's accomplishments, recognition of its 
goodness, appreciation of its compassion and generous Remembrance of the poor, and today, 
although expressions may differ, it is the sentiment of the whole world regarding us.  
  
The Salvation Army for the Sinner. Its first and all passionate theme, from which it has never 
departed — the great and all absorbing purpose that called it into existence — is the Salvation 
of all men, and upon the heralding of these tidings, from the hour of its conception, its every 
power and every bit of mighty machinery have been concentrated. Oh, the wonder of the tiny 
seedling planted amid earth's squalor and filth under a starlit, angel crowded sky but forty-five 
years ago! How it has come up and on, until now its branches for the healing of the wounded in 
spirit are spread in every land! With what dauntless courage, despite every abuse, sorest obstacle 
and most serious handicap, have its troops pressed on! What steps they have climbed, into what 
depths they have plunged, what gulfs they have bridged, what floods they have crossed, to find 
and warn and win the transgressor! The Salvation Army has found the vulnerable point in the 
bravado of the hypocrites, it has lit a last hope in the darkness of the condemned cell, it has 
waived purity's passport before the day’s eyes of the broken heart of the street, it has discovered 
the prodigal boy eating his heart out with the husks, it has revealed the canker at the root of the 
wordling's joy, it has sought out, lifted up and saved the despairing drunkard, it has put into the 
lips of the wrong doer, his own conviction, its declaration of God's mercy and pardon have been 
the last messages poured into the murderer's ears, its songs of faith in the eleventh hour have 
led the feat already chilled by death’s cold river to the Eternal Rock of the Ages. 
  
For The Salvation Army preaches, the whole world around, that for the direst guilt there is 
completest pardon; for lowest depth there is highest elevation; for sorest wound there is 
sweetest healing and that the most miserable, polluted soul found outside hell, if he will but 
repent and cry unto the “Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the world,” shall be saved. 
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Oh, precious, all redeeming, impartial Gospel preached under the Blood and Fire banner of The 
Salvation Army!  
  
The Salvation Army for the poor. “The poor ye have always with you.” Of no people can those 
words more truly be spoken then of The Salvation Army, for The Salvation Army is ever with the 
poor. The world has questioned and does question wherein we can benefit the rich, or of what 
profit or service we can be to society , or where is our place in the church, but universally our 
enemies as well as our friends admit beyond question our inalienable right to the title, “the poor 
man's friend.” It was for the poor the movement was founded, and it is to the poor the heart of 
every true Salvationist, no matter how high an office he may fill or humble position in the rank 
and file he may occupy, is given. We love the poor; their helplessness and hopelessness called 
us into being. Their uplifting and saving from the ten thousand pitfalls which chain their way 
encompass our life's work. Their sorrows beating up on them as the waves beat up on the shore 
claim a devotion from the Salvationist which has often asked the sacrifice of his life, for, as Arnold 
White wrote: “The Salvation Army folks do not sweat others, but they do most cruelly sweat 
themselves.” We understand them , we have faith for them, and by this faith, which has given us 
a wonderful capacity to help them, and the development of a marvelous system, despite scanty 
means we have pushed our way on, until now we stand within the gates of every class of need.  
  
Are they sick in the slums? There are our sisters from 139 slum posts nursing them, 137,988 hours 
having been spent on this work in the United States alone. Are they hungry? There are our relief 
depots feeding them over 9 million meals yearly.  
  
Are they dying? There are our officers comforting and helping them. Are they out of employment 
and hopeless of getting any? There are our industrial homes and labor bureaus finding over 
100,000 work every year. Are they homeless and without shelter? There are our 112 poor men's 
hotels housing them. Are they out among the wreckage of purity and hope? There are our 118 
rescue homes caring for over 7000 every twelve months. Are they in the condemned cell? Even 
there our faithful workers find them, for in this country over 18,000 prisoners were prayed with 
individually last year. Are they down, deep down in the abyss of misery, want and sin, so far that 
the world hears not their cry of pain as they lie buried beneath the debris of misfortune and 
despair in the prison cell or on the street at night, or in the basement of a rear tenement? Here 
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comes the Salvationist with his warm heart, his understanding pity and his strong faith to help 
and to save them. It is The Salvation Army for the poor, but has it been any less the poor for The 
Salvation Army? The unalterable law which unites cause and effect has brought out of these 
classes the organizations most substantial recompense. It has been from the hands of these 
treasures of darkness the movement has received its best gifts of brain, blood and money. We 
have gone not to the well-educated and cultured classes for our men of war, but from the long 
lines of the toiling, unlearned masses our mighty ranks have been drawn, and yet the ability that 
The Salvation Army has within itself at its command in the over 21,000 officer and employees 
has long been the wonder of the world. It has been from the hard schools of poverty and want 
that we have gathered men with minds quickened into genius by “necessity, the mother of 
invention,” and taught by that master tutor, experience, the various methods by which one can 
help another, and how to dispense the economies of philanthropy, and stand master of the 
situation in the intricate positions of our Holy War. 
  
The platform ability of our youngest officers, coupled with that act and wisdom which adverse 
circumstances have developed, have often times electrified the cities where their victories have 
been won. It is indeed a herculean demand which is made upon the artistic, mathematical, 
musical and literary talent in the holding of so wide a field at every point of vantage. Yet the 
supply is met entirely from the ranks of the army.  
  
Our seventy-one periodicals, printed in twenty-six languages written, illustrated and edited by 
the Salvationists, with their circulation per issue of over 1,000,000, present no mean figure in the 
literary world. Our over 20,000 unpaid instrumentalists sustain around the globe an unbroken 
string of compositions, many of them complemented by the highest musical authorities of the 
day, furnished by the musicians of our own Flag.  
  
Our songs, which are ringing through the fifty-four countries where we toil — songs of penitents, 
songs of faith, songs of prayer, songs of war, songs of strength and joy, for the living, and comfort 
and solace for the dying — are written by our own dear people, some of them most humble 
origin but certainly of innate genius.  
  
Oh! I often-times think who repays so bountifully, loving them and saving them as the poor?  
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The Salvation Army for the heathen — No racial prejudice, no geographical boundary, no color 
line can restrict or curtail either our God given responsibilities, God blessed work of rescue. The 
Salvation Army belongs to the world, and its arms of love and pity have gone out to the ends of 
the earth to claim the people for God. Not alone as an evangelizing force among the depraved 
and submerged of Christian communities, but as a great missionary power exercising its 
exceptional methods with exceptional success, The Salvation Army is one of the religious 
phenomena of the 20th century. Away on the sun kissed sands of India whose villages have 
forsaken their idols of wood and stone for the Gospel faith, fulfilling the prophecy that “a nation 
shall be born in a day.” out on that paradisaical islands of Hawaii, dark faces are glowing and 
native voices ringing in the song, “Washed in the Blood of the Lamb.” At the Antipodes the 
handsome Maories are exchanging their picturesque feathers for the military regalia of the 
armaments of peace. Where the bushman, Kaffirs and Hottentots cluster in South Africa, assegais 
are being laid down and tribal prejudices bridged by the love which can leap any chasm and 
cover all differences which unites Salvationists as one great family the whole world over. At the 
sign of the chrysanthemum the intellectual little Japs are weighing up and finding wanting the 
religions of the dragon image and demon, and turning to the simple faith of the Christians. What 
if many of our missionaries have known little of the grammar of their own tongue when they have, 
with such astounding aptness, mastered the intricacies of a foreign one, until today we are 
preaching the Salvation of God in 30 one different languages! What if our methods of 
identification in life, habit and even clothing with the native people have been misunderstood 
and criticized, when they have so greatly proved their efficiency for the saving of the people in 
54 different countries and colonies! What if the funds have been short and help scanty, and some 
heroes and heroines have had to literally lay down their lives upon this field of souls, they have 
not been spent or died in vain, for through the lips of thousands of native saviours their works 
are still speaking! God has watered the seed; He has owned the sacrifice; He has covered the 
insufficiency; He has crowned the method, and tens of thousands of redeemed souls once held 
by the thralldom of idolatry and sin hail our emblem of Blood and Fire as their Herald of Salvation.  
 
The Salvation Army for the children. As this great nation will receive back with abundant interest 
in 20 or 50 years’ time all that it gives to its children of today, so we have long since realized The 
Salvation Army's future is determined by the instruction and Enlightenment and molding of the 
character of its present young. We recognize that there is no more profitable investment of our 
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best powers than those efforts which are concentrated upon the Salvation, body and soul, of the 
children. 
 
We look beyond the small things in the foreground to the perspective of the measureless 
possibilities of the great things behind. We remember it cannot be told from the chrysalis how 
grand and beautiful or swift of wing will be the butterfly, and that among the eyes now dancing 
with frolic maybe those which on a later day gaze upon a multitude lifted up to them for light. In 
the ceaseless, irritating clatter of now youthful feet maybe the tramp of a coming Army which 
shall make the world vibrate with its charge upon sin and injustice. 
 
Look at the 904,902 children In this country in our 628 company meetings, learning from 2,773 
teachers the song of Salvation and the faith which can save them forever, looking at the 6,431 
members and companions in the Young People's Legion, uniting their growing powers in the 
cause of right doing and right proclaiming; look at them in the Band of Love, filling hours of play 
with pleasant toil, learning those useful and peaceful arts which shall make them better citizens 
and ministers of mercy. Look at them in infancy consecrated to God — 3,524 babies registered 
on our Cradle roll.  
 
Look at them with their uniforms of bright blue and red; look at them marching with their bands 
of brass and string; look at them with their songs of purity melting fathers hearts and winning 
mothers for God; look at them and listen to their 10,000 declarations that God is love, that the 
great father of the universe remembers the children, and in rewarding the hands and hearts that 
go out after them will prove again and again, and 10,000 times yet again, that the bread cast 
upon the waters shall return fruitful, and that “God hath chosen the weak things of the world to 
confound the things which are mighty.” Forming part of these ranks of youth and innocence are 
the children of our brave officers and soldiers; over their cradles have gone up 10,000 prayers 
from the hearts of their consecrated parents, who hold no higher ambition for them then that 
they should be counted worthy to prove Warriors of the Cross and the Flag, and thus protected 
from sin and its snares by the impenetrable fortress of a Christian home, they have come into 
maturity with souls unharmed and hearts all aglow for the service of the King.  
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But far more remarkable then this is the fact that there are those poor, lost children of the garret, 
the alley and the seller who have been gathered ‘neath the protecting wing of our organization 
— Those branded by the heritage of evil ancestry; those shadowed from birth by pollution and 
squalor; those blighted air they bloom by that inevitable curse which rests upon children of 
criminal parents. Look at them in our different homes dotted about the country, redeemed from 
their terrible conditions. 
 
This baby girl, now fair and plump and Mary, was brought to us with her little legs partly eaten 
by rats. This boy, graduating from our orphanage into high school — his father murdered his 
mother in a drunken passion. This exceptionally pretty child of 10 jumped from a second story 
window to escape the worse abuse which can slaughter innocents. This blue-eyed baby, trying 
to sing, “Yes, Jesus loves me” was brought by a policeman, picked up from a doorstep on a 
Christmas Eve. This boy, so wonderfully smart at his books, was found by a slum officer fastened 
in a cellar and deserted. Look at them, learning cooking and sewing and market gardening and 
carpentry and farming with such success that one of our orphanages carried off eleven first prizes 
at a recent country fair. Listen to their baby voices telling in songs of love of Christ who can reach 
to any depths, and can shelter from any blasts, and can adjust any and every crookedness of 
nature; And when you look, and when you listen, you will marvel at their rescue; you will marvel 
at their deliverance from disastrous environments; You will marvel most of all at the change in 
their destiny, and you will say with me, oh, the wonder of The Salvation Army's God, and the 
wonder of The Salvation Army's faith in their God!  
 
There is one who comes before me now, a little girl of seven, of drunken parents, loveless home, 
depraved surroundings, standing with bare feet and legs and one scanty cotton garment upon 
the big drum in the open air meeting, singing: — 
 

“it's true there's a beautiful city, 
Its streets are paved with gold; 

No earthly tongue can describe it, 
Its glories can never be told”— 
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today a loving wife in a sweet and happy home, clad in the blue uniform of an officer, using her 
vocal and musical gifts to sing the morning in the hearts of midnight darkness. The great heart 
that loved her is long since in Glory, but her work does follow her!  
 
The Salvation Army for the rich. What readier hands or more sympathetic and effectual methods 
could be found by those who want to help stem the seething tide of misery and want then those 
afforded by The Salvation Army?  
 
A gentleman of renowned fame, in speaking of our organization to me, said, “You go right down 
into it, while we stand at a distance looking sympathetically through a telescope.” 
 
Oh, God knows we are down in it — down where babies’ cries for bread drive mothers mad, 
where men cursed the sunlight that witnessed their birth, where children with distorted 
consciences do wrong for right, where human blood turns into steel and young girls kill the 
babies at their breasts to appease heart agony. We are in it with Heaven's light, and Calvary's 
love, and the Resurrection power, and every human energy we possess, to the rescue.  
 
Oh, what a big chance for those who cannot dive into the deeps themselves, but would regret 
through all eternity to have done nothing down here out of their abundance to help the work of 
rescue going on in the abyss! Down here, did I say? What we do not do for God down here we 
can never do hereafter. If we have any service to give — strength to give, talents to give, money 
to give, we should give them now, for the hereafter will be too late, and the hereafter may come 
anytime — it may come today. It may even come while I write — some, whose earthly way has 
been one of luxury and plenty, may be ushered into the great beyond. Oh, for such, that the 
eternal Hills should be echoing with voice of the 10,000 saved in the song, “I was an hungered, 
and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me in; 
naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick and ye visited me; I was in prison and ye came unto me.” 
 
 

(December 17th, 1910) 


